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Despite decades of EU integration, national grocery mar-
kets remain quite different from each other. But there are 
strong commonalities too – one is the rise of German hard 
discount. To understand what’s in store in other markets 
one should look to their domestic market. And currently 
there is nothing short of a revolution going on at Aldi in 
Germany… 

Meanwhile, after years of Lidl’s growth outperforming the 
sector, the discounter has run out of steam and radical 
change is afoot. Once again Lidl acts as a trailblazer inno-
vating in the supply chain, logistics and store design, but 
now against a backdrop of Aldi flying high. 

While still dominated by cooperatives/mutuals Edeka and 
Rewe the arrival of AmazonFresh and PrimeNow has stirred 
up the sector in Germany. The shift to online grocery will 
gather steam, but this will take longer to develop than in 
the UK or France.

INTRODUCTION

And after the Tengelmann estate has been carved up and 
integrated into their respective new owner’s businesses, 
now the focus will shift to the convenience store sector – 
another major opportunity in the tough German market.

As all major players have pledged record investment levels 
into their store estate and digital transformation, German 
grocery looks likely to become a beacon for store design 
and in store as well as store format innovation for years to 
come.



KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED

How near are Aldi Sued and Nord to a merger that would change everything?•	

How has the listing of FMCG A brands at Aldi acted as a catalyst for radical change? Is Aldi still a EDLP operator? What •	
is going on in Aldi’s logistics? With big data at Aldi? With national advertising and Pan EU buying of brands? When will 
the discounter become the EU’s second biggest retailer ranking behind Schwarz, but ahead of Tesco and Carrefour?

Why has Lidl stopped all online activities – apart from Kochzauber? And what are the plans for the meal kit provider? •	
How groundbreaking are the new robot warehouses Lidl is building? What is radical about the new store prototypes? 
How will Lidl react to Aldi reaching its SKU count and brand levels?

Will Rewe ever beat its 2017 sales growth? Will the investments into bricks and mortar pay off? Will the company •	
reach its €800m online turnover target by 2020? Will Rewe win the convenience race?

Will Edeka be able to go online in a meaningful way? What are the plans for its discounter Netto? How will the vertical •	
integration strategy evolve? Why isn’t the retailer stronger in private label and new product developments?

What will happen to Germany’s convenience market? What about foodservice/retail hybrids? What about new store •	
design and new formats?

How big will organics become? Who are the German champions and what innovations have they introduced?•	

AmazonFresh’s impact been on the German grocery retail sector? Akin to its Whole Foods acquisition, which bricks & •	
mortar retailer could become a target for Amazon in Germany? Or is the Migros partnership enough? 



FEATURES

A detailed map of the sector, German grocery market sizes, shares, data, con-•	
sumer spend data

Leading retailers profiles, strategic developments, directions and innovations•	

Deep dive into the hot issues: Discounters, online transformations, vertical •	
integration, move to automation 

The threat from Amazon•	



BENEFITS

Understand the German market, opportunity, threats, strength, weaknesses,•	

Spot the potential for gaps, growth dynamics, which niches are outperform-•	
ing

Understand what innovations could be transferred and work in another mar-•	
ket

Learn where Germany is similar to other grocery markets and where it differs •	
and negotiate the pitfalls
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